
 Starfinder:  Against the Aeon Throne Campaign Sourcebook 

The Against the Aeon Throne Adventure Path begins when the PCs leave the Drift above the 
colony world of Nakondis, ready to make their delivery to Madelon’s Landing and meet up with their 
friend Cedona.   Obsidianportal site:  https://atat.obsidianportal.com/dashboard 

RACE / CLASS / THEMES / ARCHETYPES
Initially, have 3 character concepts you’d be willing to play. Use the “classic four” as a guideline – 
although in Starfinder, melee is rarer, and the schools of magic are split differently than what you’d 
expect – mystics have a complement of mind magic (illusions, charms) and heals, while 
technomancers have tech/magic and energy stuff.  Also, Starfinder uses a combo Stamina/HP system.

Races:
All Legacy and Starfinder core races are valid.  Also valid races are:  Alien Archive – Ikeshti, 
Maraquoi, Ryphorian, Verthani; Alien Archive 2 – Damai, Osharu, Phentomite, Vlaka; Pact Worlds – 
SROs (Sentient Robotic Organisms); AtAT #9 – Escape From the Prison Moon: Screedreep (see 
the obsidianportal website→Media Library).

Classes:
All core classes are valid.
All playtest classes are valid (if any changes are made during playtest, those changes will also be 
made in our campaign). See https://paizo.com/starfinderplaytest for the 3 playtest classes.

Themes and Archetypes:
All archetypes and themes from the 5 books are valid (Core, Alien Archives 1 and 2, Armory, Pact 
Worlds) except Hellknights (of any order.)  A Steward Officer, Infiltrator or Stalwart would make an 
interesting roleplaying choice.

Follow character creation   process   in core rulebook with a 10 point character build.
You can use this site if you don’t own the books – https://www.aonsrd.com/

BUILDING A STARSHIP
The PCs begin this adventure with their own starship. They should collectively create a tier 1 starship 
using the rules presented in the Starfinder Core Rulebook in Chapter 9: Starships. If the PCs don’t 
want to take the time to design a ship, they can choose an existing tier 1 starship, such as a Kevolari 
Venture or a Starhive Drone Mk III. Even if the PCs select a stock starship, they should still give it its 
own name. The PCs will have many opportunities in this and later adventures to improve their starship
and customize it further.

https://atat.obsidianportal.com/dashboard
https://www.aonsrd.com/Starship_Examples.aspx?ItemName=Starhive%20Drone%20MK%20III&Family=Shirren%20Ship%20Styles
https://www.aonsrd.com/Starship_Examples.aspx?ItemName=Kevolari%20Venture&Family=Pact%20Worlds%20Ship%20Styles
https://www.aonsrd.com/Starship_Examples.aspx?ItemName=Kevolari%20Venture&Family=Pact%20Worlds%20Ship%20Styles
https://www.aonsrd.com/
https://www.aonsrd.com/Rules.aspx?Name=Character%20Creation%20Steps&Category=Character%20Creation
https://www.aonsrd.com/Rules.aspx?Name=Character%20Creation%20Steps&Category=Character%20Creation
https://www.aonsrd.com/Themes.aspx?ItemName=All
http://www.aonsrd.com/Archetypes.aspx?ClassName=Solarian
https://paizo.com/starfinderplaytest
http://com.paizo.downloads.watermarked.s3.amazonaws.com/3117657/v5748aid7r4mc/v5748btq01wex/StarfinderCharacterOperationsManualPlaytestPDF.zip
https://www.aonsrd.com/Classes.aspx
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Screedreep
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=SRO
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Vlaka
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Phentomite
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Osharu
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Damai
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Verthani
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Ryphorian
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Maraquoi
https://www.aonsrd.com/Races.aspx?ItemName=Ikeshti


ASSEMBLING THE CREW
The characters have two motives for heading into the Vast to the colony world of Nakondis. The first 
motive is purely profit. The PCs are transporting a load of mundane supplies on behalf of AbadarCorp. 
The supplies themselves aren’t worth much except to the colonists, and the colony’s head 
administrator, a lashunta priest of Abadar named Madelon Kesi, is contracted to pay the PCs 4,000 
credits upon delivery of the supplies to Madelon’s Landing. Any PC affiliated with AbadarCorp or 
sympathetic to the hard life of colonists (perhaps with the new colonist theme presented on page 45) 
might have a more personal investment in this delivery, but it’s expected that the PCs are making this 
delivery primarily for the money.

The PCs’ second motive is personal. Each PC is a friend of an android named Cedona who retired to 
the colony. The PCs’ reasons for a visit might vary; some suggestions based on themes follow.

If the PCs don’t want to have several disparate ties to Cedona, or if they want an additional connection
for the group, you can explain that Cedona found the sale listing for the PCs’ starship in an impound 
lot and helped negotiate a rock-bottom price for it; the PCs quite literally wouldn’t have their starship 
without her.

Connections by Theme

A character’s connection to Cedona based on that character’s theme can be chosen from the list 
below.

Ace Pilot: 
A few years ago, you received an emergency commission from an android named Cedona. She 
needed quick transport into an asteroid-choked section of the Diaspora, no questions asked, and 
couldn’t find anyone else able to navigate the complicated route quickly. Cedona was impressed with 
your flawless piloting and contacted you a few times for other jobs, even when another pilot would 
have been more convenient for her to hire. 

Bounty Hunter: You had a high-paying job that seemed to have gone bust, as your quarry had 
slipped away to another planet without leaving behind any clues. You were about to admit defeat when
Cedona contacted you with some information—your quarry’s location. You collected your quarry and 
your pay without any difficulties. Cedona has provided you with unexpected but useful information 
from time to time ever since, and the two of you have become friends, although she hasn’t ever 
revealed her information sources.

Icon: Cedona happens to be a fan of your type of performance or field of study. The android is polite 
and friendly, and the two of you have bonded based on her appreciation of your work. She asked that 
you come visit her in Madelon’s Landing if you ever found yourself out in the Vast. You could tell that 
she didn’t really think you’d find the time in your busy schedule to get out that far, and you look forward
to surprising her with your presence.

Mercenary: You took a job a few years ago clearing some invading forces out of a ruined factory, and 
one of the mercenaries working alongside you was an android named Cedona. It became clear to you 
that she was no ordinary mercenary but was seeking a particular individual you later learned was an 
escaped convict. Regardless, Cedona was cool under fire and very professional, and you appreciated 



that. She saw the same in you, and the two of you became friends. You have an ongoing, good-
natured dispute about which of you could take the other in a fight, but you’ve never pushed it to the 
test—deep down, you might worry that you’ll lose. 

Outlaw: Despite your back-alley dealings and efforts to avoid legal entanglements, you kept running 
into an android named Cedona. You might have thought she was a bounty hunter or a police officer, 
as she so frequently seemed to know where to find you, but she didn’t seem interested in capturing 
you. She was more interested in finding out why you were charged for your crimes, and whether you 
had done illegal things for the right reasons.  Cedona seemed to actually like you, when so many 
others were willing to cast you aside or turn you in, and you  struck up a friendship with her. She once 
showed up to provide you a transit pass and fake identification documents when forces of the law 
were closing in on your home, and you feel like you still owe her for that.

Priest: Cedona was a friend of a friend whom you tended through a difficult illness. Although Cedona 
doesn’t share your religious conviction, you learned over long hours at your mutual friend’s bedside 
that she is a good and caring person.  When your friend passed away, you and Cedona both agreed to
keep in touch, but you drifted apart nonetheless. You heard she retired to an AbadarCorp colony in the
Vast, and you resolved to rekindle your friendship.

Scholar: You attended a short series of lectures a few years ago about the business of religion, but 
you found the presenter’s conclusions ill-founded and lacking in intellectual rigor. You met another 
attendee—an android named Cedona— and struck up a friendship while complaining about the 
lectures. Cedona was primarily interested in learning about AbadarCorp colonies; she hoped to join 
one of those colonies once she retired from her current job, although she didn’t mention what that job 
was. When she was approved to join AbadarCorp’s colony on Nakondis, Cedona asked you to come 
visit her when you could, to see “religion and business in the field.” 

Spacefarer: You’re the reason Cedona came to Nakondis in the first place. You’ve been to the system
before, although it seemed to have little to recommend it to anyone. Sure, Nakondis is lush with 
beautiful, healthy forests and thick with sparkling fog, but you aren’t the sort to consider settling down 
planetside. Your acquaintance Cedona agreed it seemed pleasant, and you weren’t surprised when 
you heard she retired to the AbadarCorp colony there. You would like to see her life on the planet you 
first introduced her to.

Xenoseeker: You chafed at the confines of civilization in the Pact Worlds, finding your center in 
remote gardens or little-traveled wildernesses. On these journeys, you occasionally encountered an 
android named Cedona. She never told you what she did for a living, but she talked often about how 
she was looking forward to retirement on a wilderness planet far off in the Vast. When she was 
approved to join the colony on Nakondis, she invited you to a going-away party to celebrate her good 
fortune, and she asked that you look her up some day.

Themeless (or Other Theme): You were Cedona’s neighbor for a few months, and she was the only 
person in the neighborhood you really considered a friend. She had a pet named Cubber—a vulpine 
creature known as a squox (see Starfinder Alien Archive 2)—that she occasionally asked you to feed 
while she was away for work. You never learned what Cedona did professionally, but she seemed glad
to retire from it. She was happy when she told you she’d been accepted to join an AbadarCorp colony 
on Nakondis, although it meant she’d have to find a new home for Cubber.  Whether you now own 
Cubber is up to you. 



Sample Tier 1 Ships - Shipbuilding is on page 293, Core Rulebook; or online here

Kevolari Venture (Tier 1)
Medium explorer

Speed 6; Maneuverability good (turn 1); Drift 1

AC 14; TL 12

HP 55; DT n/a; CT 11

Shields Basic 20 (forward 5, port 5, starboard 5, aft 5)

Attack (Forward) light laser cannon (2d4)

Attack (Turret) high explosive missile launcher (4d8)

Power Core(s) Pulse Gray (100 PCU); Drift Engine Signal Basic; Systems budget medium-range 
sensors, crew quarters (common), mk 3 armor, mk 1 defences, basic computer (tier 1); Expansion Bays 
science lab (physical), cargo hold (3)

Modifiers +2 Piloting; Complement 6

Concept

Thoroughly industrial in its aesthetics, the Venture is a ship designed to keep its crew alive in unfriendly 
systems—everything else is secondary. Inside, however, the Venture is surprisingly comfortable, making it 
perfect for exploration, permanent residency, and long-haul shipping.

Starhive Drone Mk III (Tier 1) 
Small light freighter

Speed 8; Maneuverability good (turn 1); Drift 1

AC 14; TL 13

HP 40; DT n/a; CT 8

Shields Basic 10 (forward 3, port 2, starboard 2, aft 3)

Attack (Forward) linked gyrolasers (2d8)

Attack (Port) light torpedo launcher (2d8)

Attack (Starboard) light torpedo launcher (2d8)

Power Core(s) Pulse Brown (90 PCU); Drift Engine Signal Basic; Systems budget medium-range 
sensors, crew quarters (common), mk 2 armor, mk 1 defences, mk 1 mononode computer (tier 1); 
Expansion Bays cargo hold (2), escape pods

Modifiers +1 any one check per round, +1 Piloting; Complement 6

Concept

As befits their name, Drones are extremely common and used as freight, personnel transport, light colonial 
defense, and more. Despite the ships’ mass production, Starhive takes a natural shirren pride in making 
sure each ship’s iridescent paint job is unique.

http://jamesturneronline.net/starfinder-ship-builder/

